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Identity management is the concept of providing a unifying interface to
manage all aspects related to individuals and their interactions with the
business. It is the process that enables business initiatives by efficiently
managing the user life cycle (including identity/resource provisioning for
people (users)), and by integrating it into the required business processes.
Identity management encompasses all the data and processes related to the
representation of an individual involved in electronic transactions. This IBM®
Redbooks® publication provides an approach for designing an identity
management solution with IBM Tivoli® Identity Manager Version 5.1.
Starting from the high-level, organizational viewpoint, we show how to define
user registration and maintenance processes using the self-registration and
self-care interfaces as well as the delegated administration capabilities. Using
the integrated workflow, we automate the submission/approval processes for
identity management requests, and with the automated user provisioning, we
take workflow output and automatically implement the administrative
requests on the environment with no administrative intervention. This book is
a valuable resource for security administrators and architects who wish to
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understand and implement a centralized identity management and security
infrastructure.
Essbase is everywhere these days. To survive and be productive in the
business world, you need to take control of Essbase. If you don't have time
(and money in the budget) to go to a class, if you just want to learn at your
own pace, or if you want the i
the 36th edition of this bestseller for busy fleet operators is the definitive
guide for anyone in the road transport industry. it presents all the legal
requirements in a coherent format, as well as offering operational advice and
solutions to some of the problems facing the industry. new to this edition is
the examination of the new road transport directive which inhibits the
working hours for lgv drivers and the launch of the new driver smart card.
further legal updates include the eu driver training directive and the new road
safety bill which will introduce tougher penalities and new powers to seize
and dispose of uninsured vehicles.
CompTIA A+ 220-901 and 220-902 Cert Guide, Academic Editionis a
comprehensive guide to the new A+ exams from CompTIA from one of the
leading A+ Certification authors. With over 15 years of experience in
developing CompTIA A+ Certification content and 30 years of experience in
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the computer field, Mark teaches you not just what you need to pass the
exams, but also what you need to know to apply your knowledge in the real
world. This book is rich with learning and exam preparation features: Handson lab exercises Real-world test preparation advice This is the eBook edition
of the CCDA 200-310 Official Cert Guide. This eBook does not include the
practice exam that comes with the print edition. CompTIA A+ 220-901 and
220-902 Cert Guide, Academic Editionis a comprehensive guide to the new A+
exams from CompTIA from one of the leading A+ Certification authors. With
over 15 years of experience in developing CompTIA A+ Certification content
and 30 years of experience in the computer field, Mark teaches you not just
what you need to pass the exams, but also what you need to know to apply
your knowledge in the real world. This book is rich with learning and exam
preparation features: Hands-on lab exercises Real-world test preparation
advice This is the eBook edition of the CCDA 200-310 Official Cert Guide. This
eBook does not include the practice exam that comes with the print edition.
Each chapter takes a ground-up approach - starting with the essentials and
gradually building to larger, more complex concepts. Regardless of your level
of experience, from beginner to expert, this book helps you improve your
knowledge and skills. Loaded with informative illustrations, photos and screen
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captures that help readers follow along, the book also includes access to
bonus content including a handy objectives index that maps each test
objective to the section of the book in which that objective is covered. This
invaluable tool will help readers be certain that they are ready for test day!
The Academic Edition is ideal for the classroom and self-study that helps you
master all the topics on the new A+ 901 and 902 exams, including
Motherboards, processors, RAM, and BIOS Power supplies and system cooling
I/O, input ports, and devices Video displays and video cards Customized PCs
Laptops, mobile and wearable devices Printers Storage devices including
SSDs Installing, using, and troubleshooting Windows, Linux, and OS X
Virtualization Networking Security Operational procedures and
communications methods
On-line Application Manager (OLAM) Programmer's Guide
XML
Samsung Galaxy Note 5: An Easy Beginner's Guide
Big Picture of the Who, What, and Where of Virtualization
SOC 2 Reporting on an Examination of Controls at a Service Organization
Relevant to Security, Availability, Processing Integrity, Confidentiality, or
Privacy
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HoloLens Beginner's Guide
The Samsung S6 is one of the latest smart phones that has been released from Samsung
Electronics. These phones are very helpful to persons who are older as it makes many tasks
virtually effortless. As the successor to the S5 which was a major hit with seniors, the S6 has
enhanced and improved many of the beloved features. The S6 has been updated with new
ideas and an improved design which is very attractive. The body of the phone has been
redesigned to be more durable and handle the needs of a senior citizen. The user can use
these devices to remind them of important events and also help them to be more tech savvy
and remain up to date with all their interests. This guide will show the user how to navigate the
different areas of the phone to use it to the best of their ability in an easy step by step guide.
Pre-Release Views The Samsung S6 received positive commentary after it was unveiled as
persons observed the quality design over the previous versions. There were also
improvements in the camera and tweaks in the software to make it more user friendly and less
“bloated”. The S6 also includes a fingerprint reader that can be compared to the Apple’s
Touch ID system which made an impact in the mobile market. Many persons feel that the
Samsung S6 and S6 Edge has finally satisfied a complete Smart Phone device that has all the
necessary features. There were some concerns about the regression in some features
however it was made clear why this had to be done. In regards to the S6 Edge, the curved
display was seen as a vast improvement over the Galaxy Note Edge.
Guides business and technology managers through the basics of Web Services technology,
discussing applicatino integration, standards, technologies, and scenarios.
IBM® defines a smarter city as one that makes optimal use of all available information to better
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understand and control its operations and optimize the use of resources. There is much
information available from different sources. However, city officials often lack the holistic view
of the city's operations that is required to respond to the citizens' needs in a timely manner and
use the city resources wisely. IBM Intelligent Operations Center delivers a unified view of city
agencies, providing three primary elements for successful management of cities: use
information, anticipate problems, and coordinate actions and resources. Chapter 1 of this IBM
Redbooks® publication introduces the IBM Intelligent Operations Center solution. The chapter
provides a high-level overview of its features, benefits, and architecture. This information is
intended for city officials and IT architects that must understand the business value of IBM
Intelligent Operations Center and its architecture. The remaining chapters of this book focus on
information that help IBM Intelligent Operations Center administrators perform daily
administration tasks. This book describes commands and tools that IBM Intelligent Operations
Center administrators must use to keep the solution running, troubleshoot and diagnose
problems, and perform preventive maintenance. This book includes preferred practices, tips
and techniques, and general suggestions for administrators of IBM Intelligent Operations
Center on-premises deployments. For related information about this topic, refer to the following
IBM Redbooks publications: IBM Intelligent Operations Center for Smarter Cities Redpaper,
REDP-4939 IBM Intelligent Operations Center for Smarter Cities Solution Guide
Updated as of January 1, 2018, this guide includes relevant guidance contained in applicable
standards and other technical sources. It explains the relationship between a service
organization and its user entities, provides examples of service organizations, describes the
description criteria to be used to prepare the description of the service organization’s system,
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identifies the trust services criteria as the criteria to be used to evaluate the design and
operating effectiveness of controls, explains the difference between a type 1 and type 2 SOC 2
report, and provides illustrative reports for CPAs engaged to examine and report on system
and organization controls at a service organization. It also describes the matters to be
considered and procedures to be performed by the service auditor in planning, performing, and
reporting on SOC 2 and SOC 3 engagements. New to this edition are: Updated for SSAE No.
18 (clarified attestation standards), this guide has been fully conformed to reflect lessons
learned in practice Contains insight from expert authors on the SOC 2 working group
composed of CPAs who perform SOC 2 and SOC 3 engagements Includes illustrative report
paragraphs describing the matter that gave rise to the report modification for a large variety of
situations Includes a new appendix for performing and reporting on a SOC 2 examination in
accordance with International Standards on Assurance Engagements (ISAEs) or in
accordance with both the AICPA’s attestation standards and the ISAEs
Think Digital
WebSphere Application Server V8: Administration and Configuration Guide
The Definitive Guide to Citrix MetaFrame XP
A Concise Guide to the Weaker Side of the Web
The Manager's Guide to Web Application Security
Guide
The Executive's Guide to Information Technology is a sophisticatedand comprehensive guide to running
a cost-effective, efficient, andbusiness delivery-focused corporate Information Technology (IT)unit.
Eschewing the theoretical for the practical, the book givesmanagers the guidance they need to handle
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any problem effectively.It provides specific policies, approaches, and tools for eachcritical IT
management functionó from application managementto vendor management. IT management experts
John Baschab and Jon Piot provide thetechniques IT managers and executives need to accurately
assesstheir current operations. Further, they offer a step-by-stepimprovement plan designed to raise
productivity and service levelswhile reducing costs significantly. The authors begin by examiningthe
symptoms and causes of waste, inefficiency and underperformancein typical IT departments before
offering in-depth analysis of eachoperational area of IT management. They present current andemergent
best practices for transforming the department into aworld-class service organization. Packed with
prescriptive advice and hard-earned insight, thiscomprehensive resource is organized into stand-alone
chapters thatprovide quick access to important information when managers needit. In addition,
spreadsheets, documents, and checklists aredesigned to aid in planning and decision-making and can be
easilyaccessed on the included CD-ROM. Designed to help IT managers and top executives get the most
outof their departments, their budget and themselves, the book coverssuch topics as: managing the
department, establishing leadershiproles, assessing the organization, cost management, project
demandmanagement, operations management, infrastructure planning, vendorselection and
management, technical standards setting, investmentevaluation, and productivity and quality
measurement programs. With The Executive's Guide to Information Technology, ITmanagers will
understand the main sources of waste in theirdepartments, identify major management issues, learn and
implementcritical steps toward improvement, and manage more effectively. Thebook will help managers
improve their performance and staturewithin their organizations by providing the tips and tools
toovercome typical areas of friction and miscommunication between ITdepartments and other business
functions. Executives willunderstand how to work effectively with the CIO or IT director, aswell as
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provide constructive management input to the IT function,achieving the best return on their IT assets.
This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides information about the concepts, planning, and design of
IBM WebSphere® Application Server V8.5 environments. The target audience of this book is IT
architects and consultants who want more information about the planning and design of applicationserving environments, from small to large, and complex implementations. This book addresses the
packaging and features in WebSphere Application Server, and highlights the most common
implementation topologies. It provides information about planning for specific tasks and components
that conform to the WebSphere Application Server environment. Also in this book are planning
guidelines for Websphere Application Server and Websphere Application Server Network Deployment
on distributed platforms. It also includes guidelines for WebSphere Application Server for IBM z/OS®.
This book contains information about migration considerations when moving from previous releases.
This book has been updated with the new features introduced with WebSphere Application Server
V8.5.5.
The Manager's Guide to Web Application Security is a concise, information-packed guide to application
security risks every organization faces, written in plain language, with guidance on how to deal with
those issues quickly and effectively. Often, security vulnerabilities are difficult to understand and
quantify because they are the result of intricate programming deficiencies and highly technical issues.
Author and noted industry expert Ron Lepofsky breaks down the technical barrier and identifies many
real-world examples of security vulnerabilities commonly found by IT security auditors, translates them
into business risks with identifiable consequences, and provides practical guidance about mitigating
them. The Manager's Guide to Web Application Security describes how to fix and prevent these
vulnerabilities in easy-to-understand discussions of vulnerability classes and their remediation. For easy
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reference, the information is also presented schematically in Excel spreadsheets available to readers for
free download from the publisher’s digital annex. The book is current, concise, and to the point—which
is to help managers cut through the technical jargon and make the business decisions required to find,
fix, and prevent serious vulnerabilities.
What exactly is virtualization? As this concise book explains, virtualization is a smorgasbord of
technologies that offer organizations many advantages, whether you're managing extremely large stores
of rapidly changing data, scaling out an application, or harnessing huge amounts of computational
power. With this guide, you get an overview of the five main types of virtualization technology, along
with information on security, management, and modern use cases. Topics include: Access
virtualization—Allows access to any application from any device Application virtualization—Enables
applications to run on many different operating systems and hardware platforms Processing
virtualization—Makes one system seem like many, or many seem like one Network
virtualization—Presents an artificial view of the network that differs from the physical reality Storage
virtualization—Allows many systems to share the same storage devices, enables concealing the location
of storage systems, and more
The Rough Guide to Android Phones
IBM WebSphere Application Server V8 Concepts, Planning, and Design Guide
SAMSUNG GALAXY S6: The Complete Guide for Seniors
GeoServer Beginner's Guide
ITV Handbook
Technologies and Standards

The Rough Guide to Android Phones™ is the ultimate guide for Android phone users.
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Showing you all the tips and tricks that ensure your phone performs to its full
potential. There's even a complete lowdown on the hottest 100 Android apps. The slick
Rough Guide reveals the secrets of this up-and-coming mobile operating system;
covering models produced by Motorola, HTC, Samsung and many more. From the
basic questions, like 'What is Android', to making the most of its functionality, this is
the complete companion to your Android phone. Whether you already have an Android
phone or are thinking of buying one, this is the gadget guide you need to make the
most of your Android phone.
This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides system administrators and developers
with the knowledge to configure an IBM WebSphere® Application Server Version 8
runtime environment, to package and deploy applications, and to perform ongoing
management of the WebSphere environment. As one in a series of IBM Redbooks
publications and IBM Redpapers publications for V8, the entire series is designed to
give you in-depth information about key WebSphere Application Server features. In
this book, we provide a detailed exploration of the WebSphere Application Server V8
runtime administration process. This book includes configuration and administration
information for WebSphere Application Server V8 and WebSphere Application Server
Network Deployment V8 on distributed platforms and WebSphere Application Server
for z/OS® V8. The following publications are prerequisites for this book: WebSphere
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Application Server V8.0 Technical Overview, REDP-4756 IBM WebSphere
Application Server V8 Concepts, Planning, and Design Guide, SG24-7957
Fully updated and expanded to incorporate the latest in XML technology advances and
its application, XML: A Manager's Guide, Second Edition serves as a concise guide for
managers as well as a starting point for developers. It helps managers build a working
knowledge of XML's capabilities so they can communicate intelligently with XML
developers and make informed decisions about when to use the technology. This book
also provides manager-specific information about software acquisition, staffing, and
project management.
Accessible to all, this book teaches the essentials to anyone who wants to become an
effective and independent Debian GNU/Linux administrator. It covers all the topics
that a competent Linux administrator should master, from the installation and the
update of the system, up to the creation of packages and the compilation of the kernel,
but also monitoring, backup and migration, without forgetting advanced topics like
SELinux setup to secure services, automated installations, or virtualization with Xen,
KVM or LXC. Learn more about the book on http: //debian-handbook.info
Digital UNIX System Administrator's Guide
Look Smarter Than You Are with Essbase 11.1.2: An Administrator's Guide
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The Executive's Guide to Information Technology
Web Services
A Product Manager's Guide to Masked Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASICs).
Solaris Operating Environment System Administrator's Guide,
Fourth Edition by Janice Winsor The definitive, quickanswerresource for every Solaris 9 sysadmin. Fully updated! Covers
Solaris 9 new Flash Install and Live Upgrade installation features,
Secure Shell network commands, and much more Administering
users, devices, systems,networks, and printing Maximizing
efficiency, productivity, and system availability Fast solutionsfor
every Solaris 9 system administration challenge-directfrom Sun!
SolarisOperating Environment System Administrator's Guide, Fourth
Edition is the definitive quick-start tutorialfor every new Solaris
system administrator-and the ideal fast-accessreference for every
Solaris administrator, regardless of experience. Fullyupdated to
reflect Solaris 9's newest features and management tools, itcovers
day-to-day administration tools and demonstrates how to
maximizeefficiency, reliability, and availability in any Solaris
environment. Coverageincludes all this, and much more- NEW!
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Secure Shell network commands NEW! Flash Install and Live
Upgrade installation features NEW! Allocate/deallocate/list devices
commands; cdrw, rmformat, ssh commands; and more Basic
administration: superuser status, boot processes, monitoring, and
communicating with users Solaris commands: user and environment
information, working with files and disks, redirecting output,
reading manual pages, and more Solaris shells: Bourne, C, Korn,
Bourne-Again, TC, and Z User administration: User accounts, file
systems, and roles-including Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
Device/system administration: Service Access Facility, configuring
additional swap space, creating local e-mail aliases, and more
Network services: remote administration, NIS+, IPv6, and more
From startup to backup, security to printing, this book delivers
clearly written, accessible information you'll use today-and every
day. PRENTICE HALL Professional TechnicalReference Upper Saddle
River, NJ 07458 www.phptr.com Sun Microsystems Press ISBN:
0-13-101401-3 UPC: 076092022015.
Addressing Digital UNIX system administration from an experienced
administrator's point of view, this book walks readers through the
initial system installation and is a guide through the main points of
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administration. It includes appendices that list URLs of valuable
resources on the Web and detail useful public domain utilities and
where to get them.
Ready to put Intuit's QuickBase to work? Our new Missing Manual
shows you how to capture, modify, share, and manage data and
documents with this web-based data-sharing program quickly and
easily. No longer do you have to coordinate your team through a
blizzard of emails or play frustrating games of "guess which
document is the right one." QuickBase saves your organization time
and money, letting you manage and share the information that
makes your business tick: sales figures, project timelines, drafts of
documents, purchase or work requests--whatever information you
need to keep business flowing smoothly. QuickBase: The Missing
Manual shows you how to choose among QuickBase's dozens of
ready-made applications (mini-databases, essentially) and how to
customize one to fit your needs exactly. You'll also learn to assign
people different roles within the application. The guide also shows
you how to: Capture and modify data: Whatever kind of data you
need to store--sales leads, catalog listings, project milestones,
workflow checklists--you can use QuickBase's forms to record and
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organize that data so it makes sense to you. Filter, sort, and group
data: Easily find the records that match your criteria, and then sort
those records into groups that make their relationships clear.
Display your data: QuickBase uses different views (Table, Grid Edit,
Summary/Crosstab, Calendar, Chart, and Timeline) to display and
summarize data. Switching between them is easy, like taking tasks
listed in a table and displaying them as a timeline. Create reports:
Print out a hard copy, embed charts in the annual report, or email
this month's sales numbers. Because Intuit frequently introduces
new features to QuickBase, you'll find updates to this book at our
Missing Manual web site so you can benefit from the latest
technology and user suggestions right away.
The Rough Guide to Android Phones and Tablets is a must-have
introduction for anyone picking up a new Android device. Written
for the new Android 4 platform, the book covers everything you
need to know to make the most from your new device, from the
basics right through to advanced techniques and tricks. We've tried
and tested thousands of apps across a full range of categories and
bring you 100 of the best, complete with codes you can scan into
your Android device to grab the app straight from the book. Now
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available in ePub format.
The Definitive Guide to the .NET Compact Framework
Solaris Operating Environment System Administrator's Guide
IBM Midmarket Software Buying and Selling Guide
Juniper(r) Networks Secure Access SSL VPN Configuration Guide
CompTIA A+ 220-901 and 220-902 Cert Guide, Academic Edition
Origin, Meaning, and Use of Terms and Expressions in Everyday
University Life
On-line Application Manager (OLAM) Programmer's GuideIBM WebSphere Application Server
V8 Concepts, Planning, and Design GuideIBM Redbooks
The IBM Midmarket Software Buying and Selling Guide is tailored specifically to help the
management and IT staff of small and midsized businesses evaluate how the IBM midmarket
portfolio can provide simple and cost-effective solutions to common business problems. Along
with a midmarket customer focus, this IBM RedpaperTM publication is designed to help IBM
teams and Business Partners be more effective in serving small and midsized businesses. We
illustrate how IBM software for the midmarket can help businesses use the Web to reduce
expenses, improve customer service, and expand into new markets. We cover the IBM
software offering for the midmarket, which includes what the software does, the platforms it
runs on, where to find more information, and how it can help your business become more
profitable: - IBM Business Partners often keep a printed copy of this guide in their briefcases
for software references - Customers can view this guide online and look up software-value
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messages and IBM product family offering comparisons - IBM Sales Representatives can print
parts of this guide as "leave-behinds" for customers, to give them extra collateral on midmarket
software of interest To make sure that you have the latest version of this guide, download it
from this web address: http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/redp3975.html?Open
To date, a plethora of companies and organizations are investing vast amounts of money on
the latest technologies. Information technology can be used to improve market share, profits,
sales, competitive advantage, and customer/employee satisfaction. Unfortunately, the
individuals meant to use these technologies are not well equipped on how to effectively and
efficiently use these tools for competitive advantage and decision making. The Handbook of
Research on IT Applications for Strategic Competitive Advantage and Decision Making is a
collection of innovative research relevant to the methodologies, theoretical frameworks, and
latest empirical research findings in information technology applications, strategic competitive
advantage, and decision making. While highlighting topics including agility, knowledge
management, and business intelligence, this book is ideally designed for information
technology professionals, academics, researchers, managers, executives, and government
officials interested in using information technology for strategic competitive advantage and
better decision making.
With this one book, developers can cover the complete mobile development process, from
conception through development and onto deployment.
Handbook of Research on IT Applications for Strategic Competitive Advantage and Decision
Making
Leases & Rental Agreements, Deposits, Rent Rules, Liability, Discrimination, Repairs &
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Maintenance, Privacy, Property Managers, Problem Tenants
Identity Management Design Guide with IBM Tivoli Identity Manager
IBM Intelligent Operations Center for Smarter Cities Administration Guide
The Foreigner's Guide to German Universities
WebSphere Application Server V8.5 Concepts, Planning, and Design Guide
Step-by-step instructions are included and the needs of a beginner are totally satisfied by the
book. The book consists of plenty of examples with accompanying screenshots and code for
an easy learning curve. You are a web developer with knowledge of server side scripting, and
have experience with installing applications on the server. You have a desire to want more
than Google maps, by offering dynamically built maps on your site with your latest geospatial
data stored in MySQL, PostGIS, MsSQL or Oracle. If this is the case, this book is meant for
you.
Figuring out the many new terms confronting international students at German-language
universities can be difficult. Even if the degree program is in English, most administrative work
has to be done in German, and the bureaucratic university jargon is a language in and of itself.
This guide aims to help international students and researchers understand the structures and
organization of German universities by providing in-depth descriptions of terms and their
origins, allowing for easier integration into the host university and its culture.
The proposed book will present key iTV issues, technology solutions and standards assembled
from those technologies. Readers of the book will gain an understanding of the various iTV
concepts and the relationships between them. In addition to the general discussions, each
chapter will contain specific details so as to serve as a starting point for readers who want to
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become experts in a specific field.
Juniper Networks Secure Access SSL VPN appliances provide a complete range of remote
access appliances for the smallest companies up to the largest service providers. As a system
administrator or security professional, this comprehensive configuration guide will allow you to
configure these appliances to allow remote and mobile access for employees. If you manage
and secure a larger enterprise, this book will help you to provide remote and/or extranet
access, for employees, partners, and customers from a single platform. Complete coverage of
the Juniper Networks Secure Access SSL VPN line including the 700, 2000, 4000, 6000, and
6000 SP. Learn to scale your appliances to meet the demands of remote workers and offices.
Use the NEW coordinated threat control with Juniper Networks IDP to manage the security of
your entire enterprise.
The 400 Best for Smartphones and Tablets
The Debian Administrator's Handbook, Debian Wheezy from Discovery to Mastery
Virtualization: A Manager's Guide
The Transport Manager's and Operator's Handbook 2006
The Rough Guide to Android Phones and Tablets
Essbase for Mere Mortals: An Insider's Guide

Most people do not understand the process of applying for Federal positions. This guide is
intended to give basic information to potential applicants in order to maneuver through the
application process. Brief definitions are included to inform the reader of terms required to
understand the hiring process, yet still keep the guide short enough to keep your attention. A
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sample resume is included to give the reader a basic idea of what a Federal resume should look
like in order to be qualified for Federal positions. The author's intent is to inform and aid the
public in understanding the process, and hope to aid some in obtaining jobs.
So many apps and so little time. How do you get to the best with a minimum of fuss? The Rough
Guide to the Best Android Apps solves the problem. It reveals the 400 best free and paid for
applications for smartphones and tablets in all categories. Whether its navigation or news,
photography or productivity, games or utilities this book highlights the best Android apps
available from the marquee names to the hidden gems. Discover now the 400 apps your Android
device should be using.
Every landlord--and property manager--should have this book, whether they have one unit or
one hundred. All the legal and practical information they need to comply with their state's laws,
get and keep good tenants, and avoid legal trouble is included. The disk contains all the
necessary forms and agreements. Good in all 50 states.
This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides information about the concepts, planning, and
design of IBM WebSphere® Application Server V8 environments. The target audience of this
book is IT architects and consultants who want more information about the planning and
designing of application-serving environments, from small to large, and complex
implementations. This book addresses the packaging and features in WebSphere Application
Server V8 and highlights the most common implementation topologies. It provides information
about planning for specific tasks and components that conform to the WebSphere Application
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Server environment. Also in this book are planning guidelines for WebSphere Application Server
V8 and WebSphere Application Server Network Deployment V8 on distributed platforms and for
WebSphere Application Server for z/OS® V8. This book contains information about migration
considerations when moving from previous releases.
What You Need to Know to Obtain a Federal Job
A Manager's Guide
Every Landlord's Legal Guide
QuickBase
Occupational Outlook Handbook
The Missing Manual
Create interactive and intuitiveness HoloLens applications with ease About This Book Start
developing immersive and interactive apps for Microsoft HoloLens Explore the Windows
Universal Development platform for HoloLens development Leverage the full set of HoloLens
sensors to create mesmerizing apps Who This Book Is For If you are a developer new to Windows
Universal development platform and want to get started with HoloLens development, then this is
the book for you. No prior experience of C# programming or of the .NET framework is needed to
get started with this book. What You Will Learn Write an app that responds to verbal commands
Communicate between devices in the boundaries of the UWP model Create sounds in the app and
place them in a 3D space Build simple apps that display holograms Interact with the physical
environment while taking physical boundaries into account In Detail HoloLens revolutionizes the
way we work and interact with the virtual world. HoloLens brings you the amazing world of
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augmented reality and provides an opportunity to explore it like never before. This is the best
book for developers who want to start creating interactive and intuitive augmented reality apps
for the HoloLens platform. You will start with a walkthrough of the HoloLens hardware before
creating your first app. Next you will be introduced to the various HoloLens sensors and find out
how to program them efficiently so that they can interact with the real world seamlessly. Moving
on, you will learn how to create smart animations and add video overlay that implements real-time
tracking and motion-sensing abilities to your HoloLens app. Finally, you will learn how to test
your app effectively.
The Samsung Galaxy Note 5 has been highly acclaimed for its notable improvements in design and
build. Released in August 2015, some of the Note 5’s outstanding features include the S Pen stylus,
camera, and its high-end hardware. This guide will help you to gain a better understanding of the
Note 5 features, as well as how to maximize your device’s capabilities.
Samsung has again made its mark in the mobile field with the release of the latest Samsung
Galaxy phones. The Samsung Galaxy S7 and S7 Edge were launched to the public in February of
2016 and are expected to be released for purchase by early March of the same year. The new
models have received rave reviews and Samsung commended for maintaining the high quality and
impressive features usually associated with the brand. Though the devices bear different names,
the features they offer users are similar in nature. The S7 boasts a 5.1-inch screen with resolution
of 2,560 by 1,440 pixels, a twelve-megapixel camera, IP68 water resistant rating, built-in storage
capacity of up to 64GB and microSD card slot. The S7 Edge has a 3600mAh battery, the largest
battery in the S line of phones, 5.5-inch screen with dual edge technology and a 12megapixel rear
camera.
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Samsung Galaxy S7 & S7 Edge: The Complete Guide
The Rough Guide to the Best Android Apps
Quick Guide to Federal Jobs
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